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1. Introduction

1.1. Since a large unit, that is, a unit with a large value
contribute more to the population total than smaller units, it is
expected that sampling scheme which gives more chance of inclusion
in the sample to larger units than to smaller units would provide more
efficient estimators than those obtained from equal probability sampling
schemes. Ofall the sampling procedures with varying probabilities
without replacement, pps systematic (ppss) sampling suggested by
Medow [7] is commonly used, firstly because ofits simplicity and
secondly because it provides inclusion probability proportional to the
size. Grundy [3], Hartley and Rao [5], Connor [1], Hartley [4] etc.
have also, contributed to the development of the ppss sampling.

1.2. One of the basic requirement of any sampling design is
that it should provide an inbiased estimator ofthe sampling variance
ofthe estimator ofpopulation parameter, but the ppss sampling does
not provide us such an unbiased estimator for the variance of the
estimator from the sample. In the present investigation a new
sampling scheme with varying probability without replacement has
been suggested which besides its simplicity, provides unbiased
estimator ofvariance also. The relative efficiency of the new scheme
as compared to that of the ppss sampling and pps with replacement
(pps wr) sampling has been examined with the help of a numerical
example.

2. The New Sampling Scheme

2.1. Suppose a finite population consists of iV distinct and
indentifiable units £/=(mi, M2 un) and a sample ofsize n is to
be drawn from it. Let y and x be two real values characters defined
over U which take values yj and x, respectively for the unit
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. . N and assume that the vector (a:) = (xi, xz,. . . . , xn) is
known. We further assume that the characters y and x, known as
study character and auxiliary character respectively are correlated
with each other.

Now let «i and nz be some integers different from zero such
that «i+n2=«. That the selection procedure under reference consists
of the following steps.

A. Select a sample, say si, of size Kiby ppss sampling, that is,
I

cumulate the sizes of units so that

1

select a random number r from 1 to AT:

where K is integer given by — :
rti

iSyv(when —• is not an integer, the same can be made by properly

multiplying Xis by a constant).
Select the unit in the sample if

Si—Kr+JK^Si, for any given7=0, 1,2,..., (/Ji—1).

B, Select a sample, say sz, of size iiz (=«—m) from the remaining
(A''—/;i) units of the population by simple random sampling
without replacement (srswor).

The ppss sampling at 'A' provides inclusion probability of
every unit proportional to its size in the sample Ji and simple random
sampling at 'B' provides equal chance for every unit to be included
in the sample J2.

2.2 Estimate and Variance of Population Mean

For the sampling scheme desribed in section 2.1, hereafter
referred as modified ppss (mppss) sampling, Horvitz-Thompson
(1952) estimator of the population mean can be worked out. For this
the knowledge of inclusion probabilities for individual and pair wise
units is required which can be obtained using theorems 2.2.1 and
2.2.2 presented below,, without proof. These theorems are on the
lines of Hartley (1966).

Theorem 2.2.1

The inclusion probability for unit U{ of population, in the
sample of size n (=«i+n2) by mppss sampling is given by

N—n , «—m
Pi — r+ ...(2.1)

N-ni N—ni ^ ^
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where pt is the probability of selection if i-lh unit in the sample si.
Lemma 2.1

The inclusion probability for a pair ofunits (m,, Mj) in the
sample is given by

«1 —W

"i/= 2j

where nj/ {i) denotes the inclusion probability for the unit Uj in the
sample at t-th subsequent draw, when the unit Ui has already been
included in the sample at some m-th draw and

(0 ifSi-St-\^kt
(n) =0 ifSi-Si-{> kt

and S}-\—Si^ K t

Kt-(Si=\-Sd
K

Si-Si-1> K t

K t

and K t

Qii) = minimum of

if

0"v) = minimum of

if

and

Theorem 2.2.2

Under the mppss selection procedure, the inclusion probability
for apair of units (m*,";) in the sample of size n{'=in-\-'h) '-s given by

•

K

Sj—Si-i> K t

S}-i-Si< Kt

K t.

1-

+-
(Pi-\-Pj) "1"2 (iV —») + »2 («2—1)

{N—m) {N- 721— 1)

3. Main Feature of the Sampling Scheme :
One ofthe major advantages of the mppss sampling scheme

discussed here is that it is possible to compute a set ofrevised
probabilities of selection p/ in the sample Si given by

N-m

m (N-n);
nXj n—nx

X N—ni
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such that the inclusion probability resulting from the revised
probabilities are proportional to Xi subject to

n—m
X{> X for all i

n{N—m) ...(3.1)

The expression (3.1) imposes a restriction on the selection procedure
but the restriction is not severe.

4. Numerical Illustration

To illustrate the usefulness of new sampling scheme and to
compare its efficiency with the usual pps systematic sampling and
pps with replacement sampling, two populations have been studied,
the data for which are given in table 4.1.

Thedata for population I have taken from studies by Horvitz
Thompson [6] , relate to eye estimate of number of households (jc)

TABLE 4.1

Population-I Population-II

X y X y

1 18 19 1 120 126

2 9 9 2 290 257

3 14 17 3 70 108

4 12 14 4 141 185

5 24 21 5 497 421

6 25 22 6 130 148

7 23 27 7 87 119

8 24 35 8 198 338

9 17 20 9 357 368

10 14 15 10 151 221

11 18 18 11 83 121

12 40 37 12 153 151

13 12 12 13 156 224

14 30 47 14 327 410

15 27 . 27 15 304 275

16 26 25 16 139 177

17 21 25 17 623 790

18 9 13 18 150 176

19 19 19 19 217 236

20 12 12 20 91 129
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and the actual number of households (j') in an area containing 20
blocks and for population II taken from the book "The Design of
SampleSurveys" by Des Raj, relate to the, past population (x) and
present population (y) oi 20 towns of Greece.

The- table 4.2 presents the variances for defferent sample sizes
under different sampling schemes. From this table, it is of significance
to note that Mitzuno-Sen [9] sampling scheme with revised probabi
lities, is not applicable for any sample size for either of thepopulation
considered here. Further it may be seen that the performance of
mppss is almost always better than ppswrfor both the populations
and is better than ppss in most of the cases.

TABLE 4.2

Variance of
n «i «a inpps ppss ppswr

Population Population Population

I II I II I II

3 2 1 . 3.20 7.32 644.54 5.41 783.38

4 3 1 5.53 363.12 3.60 618.35 4.05 587.53

5 4 1 1.62 323.37 3.23 335.96 3.24 470.03

6 4 2 1.29 — 1.06 340.83 2.70 390.69

5 1 2.31 351-35 : 1,06 340.83 2.70 390.69

7 5 1 1.51 — .65 280.51 2.31 335.73

6 1 .91 185.40 .65 280.51 2.31 335.73

8 6 2 .71 — .41 276.74 2.02 293.76

7 1 .70 254.26 .41 276.74 2.02 293.76

Summary

In this paper a new varying probability without replacement
sampling scheme has been suggested. It is seen that the new scheme
is not only very convenient and simple to operate but fulfils many
requirements of an ideal sampling scheme. Firstly, it is possible to
compute a set of revised probabilities of selection such that the
inclusion probabilities are proportional to size measures for all the
units. Secondly, the inclusion probability for every pair of units is
positive which provides unbiased estimate of the sampling variance
of the estimate of population mean. Further, the superiority of the
suggested sampling scheme as compared to the usual pps systematic
and pps with replacement sampling schemes has been examined
empirically. Midzuno (1952) and usual pps systematic sampling
scheme are particular cases of the new sampling scheme.
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